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MY INTERVIEW TO PLASTIK FUNK
Tuesday May 24th, 2016 /  Francy Fuser

What an honor to interview Plastik Funk
The duo began DJing hip hop music while in high school
together, They’ve previously released “Here We Go” on Armada

Deep and “Tight” on Flamingo Recordings. On May 2016 gigs of
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Deep and “Tight” on Flamingo Recordings. On May 2016 gigs of
Plastik Funk include Sri Lanka, Switzerland, Germany, Turkey,
Croatia.
 

Hi Mikio and Hi Rafael,

1. Your story is  international. You both met in a Club in Cologne and then was story. But who made the �rst step?

As we both were booked on that night in this club, the �rst step was made by the promoter. But we decided together to

play b2b that night to kill the time, as it was super slow…

2. Plastik Funk is a very well known name in the Dance Music Industry. So Dreaming your lifestyle, I think you live in

a beautiful house, you drive a Ferrari, you drink Champagne and you have a lot of fun and money. Is it so

comfortable your life?

Well, apart of the problem, what to buy next, Lambo or Rolls, it is quite nice! But seriously, if you decide to become a DJ,

don’t forget it is a 24/7 job. You need to love travelling! And especially travelling to really shitty times, like taking planes at

7h in the morning after �nishing your gig at 5… you must like airplane/airport food and not being at home for most of the

time.

Than you can enjoy playing your music for all those great crowds around the world!!

3. Your productions doesn’t need explanations but which has been the role of Avicii in your career?

Avicii is a great supporter of our tracks and he played “who” in every set for almost a year. That was a push that you

de�nitely want and need. The whole team around Tim is really cool and they even brought us to their party at Ushuaia in

Ibiza… THANK YOU for all this!!

You have released “Love & Affection” on Armada deep. The track is solid and very well produced. Who had the

idea and which software do you use?

Tujamo & Plastik Funk - Who (Original Mix)
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This track idea started with the vocal which we got sent by our management to see if we can work with it. We loved it right

away! The production process is more or less always the same. We use Logic as main DAW with a lot of Native Instruments

synths, A.N.A. synth, Spire synth and loads of FX plugs.

5. How many people work as your Team?

That’s a good question… we have our  mgmt and main booking agency crew at Swinque which is 5 people, plus our PR guy,

approximately 6 subagencies with all their partners….

6. In these days there is a lot of media/radio who talks about SFX, Beatport etc.. what is your feeling about the

future of the music?

We think that this super hype on EDM was good on one hand but will result in a huge crash very soon. The whole thing will

collapse more or less but then shrink to a healthy size again and it’s going to be more about the music again… less

marketing-only-projects, throwing things at the crowd or using social medias to push yourself. At least we hope it’s going

to be like this…

7. When we will see you in Italy?

We will be back July 16 at Riobo in Gallipoli and hopefully more events this summer! We need the food and the energy of

the Italian crowds like plants need water!

Thanks a lot, for your interview!

1
TRACK

Plastik Funk  
Plastik Funk  Love & Affection (OUT NOW) Share

 18.8KArmada Deep  Plastik Funk  Love & Affection [OUT NOW]

Cookie policy Ⓟ Armada Music B.V.
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Francy Fuser

“All you hipsters need to stop wearing Nirvana shirts if you don’t even listen to
them”. – FrancyFuser
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Velvet Media is an agency of Marketing and Communications specialized in promoting business operating for over 10 years in the international
market.
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